
Urgent Update on Current Scenario of RSA Re- verification. 
 
 

Dear ARTEEians, 
                                  We want to congratulate all of you to win the first round of RSA 
Re- verification. As per data in HRIS and the RSA Subscription credited in our Bank 
account, ARTEE is clearly retained its slot of number One Association. All ARTEEians 
deserves a big appreciation for standing against the below the standard dirty campaign 
by Drum beaters with lies and concocted figures.  
 
At present the scenario is that from Helper to AE Category we have around 10,200+ 
Engineering employees. 
 
(1) As per information, data of around 8700+ employees has been uploaded on HRIS. 
So around 1500+ more employees data has to be uploaded in HRIS. 
 
(2). Along with the Member's name the DDO Certified list in PDF format has also to be  
uploaded and this is done only for around 5500 Members. Hence around 3200+ 
employees DDO Certified list has to be uploaded in HRIS. 
 
Till now ARTEE is clearly ahead in both types of data. At present there are three types 
of employees: 
 
(1). For whom no data is entered in HRIS - around 1500+. We have to try to get it filled 
along with DDO Certified list as quickly as possible. 
 
(2). For whom names are entered but DDO Certified list is not uploaded (around 
3200+). We have to upload the DDD Certified lists for these Members. 
 
(3). Names are entered in HRIS with DDO Certified List - around 5500. 
 
All ARTEEians are hereby instructed to focus on entering data of type 1 and type 2 
employees in HRIS. This is also pertinent to mention that as per our information, 
department may take a decision to consider only the Members for whom DDO certified 
list is also uploaded in HRIS. Next week we shall try to get the list of data uploaded. 
 
So Dear ARTEEians, the fight is not over. We cannot relax till we defeat the anti Unity 
fake people, who are responsible for all the problems faced by engineering employees. 
 

Feel proud to be an ARTEEian.    Long Live ARTEE. 
 
 

Central Office 
 


